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LANGUAGE SKILL 

Introduction of letter “G g” 

 This week, the Nursery kids were introduced to letter “G g” with help of real 
objects. They were also asked to recite the phonics sound of letter  “G g” 
with action.  We asked them to identify  the  capital and lower case written 
on board. With the help of PPT and rhyme, children were introduced to other 
objects starts with letter “G g” and action word “GALLOP”. The children 
enjoyed the session and cooperated well with us. 

 

Bubbly Nursery 

NUMBER READINESS 

Revision of Numbers 1, 2 and 3 

This week we revised numbers 1 to 3 to our tiny tots. To make the concept 
clearer, we made them count real objects and keep them near the wooden 
cutouts of a particular number. Children liked this fun way activity and 
enjoyed a lot. 



  Bubbly Nursery 

PLAY GYM AND MOVING AND GROOVING 

Musical Sequence Activity 

Last week, in language skill children  revised letter “Dd , Ee , Ff.” To practice 
the sight words, we made them learn it  in fun way.  We  make a square on 
the floor  and let them move around it. We kept the flash cards on it and 
asked them to stop near the card as music stops. After stopping near the 
card, they had to pick the card and speak up the phonic sound of a particular 
sight word. Children enjoyed the activity a lot. 

Concept 

Creepy Crawlies- “Caterpillar to butterfly” 

As per our ongoing theme, ‘Creepy-Crawly’, this week we introduced 
“Butterfly”. We explained children about life cycle of a butterfly – how  eggs 
turn into caterpillars and a caterpillar becomes a pupa and then a pupa 
becomes beautiful butterfly. To make this session more interesting, we 
showed them PPT. We also went to garden for watching real butterfly. They 
enjoyed the session a lot. 



Spider Dabbing 

GLIMPES OF THE WEEK 

Build Your Own Farm 

Bubbly Nursery 

Harmful/Helpful Insects 



Bubbly Nursery 
Finger Printing - Butterfly 

Garden Play 

Piking Up Wiggly Worms  



Bubbly Nursery 
Paper Cutting 

Pegboard Activity 

Waddling on Letter “G g” 



Toddlers Dictionary 

Rancher Milkman Livestock 

Shepherd Tools Profession   

Gardener Animals Take care 

Jovial Jr. KG 
CONCEPT 

All about Farms 

This week, we introduced different farms to our kids- Poultry Farm, 
Livestock and Dairy. We made a set up on the table and then explained 
them how these farms are useful to us. With the help of some videos and 
PPT, we made them understand the concept better. All the children 
enjoyed the concept  well. 



Jovial Jr. KG 
    Design your own Poultry Farm 



Jovial Jr. KG 
                                      Glimpses of the Week 



Jovial Jr. KG 
MATHEMATICAL SKILLS 

Line of Symmetry 

During this week, in Mathematical Skills, we introduced the new concept 
‘Symmetry’ to our tiny tots. To explain the concept better, we did an 
activity. First, we drew a few basic shapes like square, rectangle, triangle  
on the blackboard, then with the help of a thread we showed them the 
line of symmetry. After explaining the concept the students solved a 
worksheet related to the same. 



Jovial Jr. KG 

   

                                          Glimpses of the Week 



Jovial Jr. KG 

   

Glimpses of the Week 



Jovial Jr. KG 
LANGUAGE SKILLS 

Matching Uppercase Letters to the Lowercase  

This week, we did an activity of matching Uppercase letters with their 
Lowercase. For this we began with the revision of the letters H, I, J, K and L. 
We also showed them the lowercase letters for the same. Then we asked  
our kids to match the Uppercase letter with its lowercase letter. All the kids 
actively took part in the activity and enjoyed. 



Jovial Jr. KG 
Glimpses of the Week 



Jovial Jr. KG 
Glimpses of the Week 



Jovial Jr. KG 

   

Glimpses of the Week 



Jovial Jr. KG 

   

Glimpses of the Week 



Jovial Jr. KG 
                                                   Wheelbarrow 

   



Jovial Jr. KG 
ihndI 

‘d’ vaNa- kxa kxaya-kxlaapa 

ivaVaiqa-yaaoM kxao iSaiXakxa Wara ko  kxXaa mao ‘d’ vaNa- kxa paircaya idyaa gayaa taqaa ‘d’ vaNa- sao sabaMiQata kx[- 

pa`kxar ko  Sabd jaOsao à ‘d’ sao dvaa[-, drvaajaa, dukxana, dsa Aaid SabdaoM kxI jaanakxarI dI ga[- evaM kxXaa maoM 

kxaya-kxlaapa ko  Antaga-ta ‘d’ sao dvaa[- ko {pacaar paoTI (First aid box) kxao idKaatao hue dvaa[- kxI 

jaanakxarI dI ga[- | ivaVaiqa-yaaoM nao baDo {tsaah ko  saaqa kxXaa maoM [sa kxaya-kxlaapa kxao doKaa va saunaa | 



LANGUAGE SKILL 

Storytelling 

Storytelling is fundamental for creating healthy brains and cultivating 
curiosity in kids. This week, we taught our little ones about the different 
seasons through a story. We told them how we can enjoy and take care 
ourselves during different seasons. We used different props to make this 
session interesting. Children did art work related to seasons. 

Toddler’s Dictionary 

Infection Kind Healthy 

Carbohydrates Habit Cereals 

Spared                Brother             Puddle 

Dazzling Sr. KG 



Dazzling Sr. KG 
                                          Glimpses of the Week 



Dazzling Sr. KG 



MATH 

Revision of Ascending Order 

Ascending order is a method of arranging numbers from the smallest value 
to the largest value. This week, in Mathematics skill, we gave revision of 
‘Ascending Order’. First, we gave some oral practice and then children  and 
did more practice in their slate as well. 

 

 

Dazzling Sr. KG 



Dazzling Sr. KG 
CONCEPT 

Germ and infection 

This week, our tiny tots learnt about the germs and how they cause 
Infection. Germs are tiny organisms or living things that can cause a range of 
diseases. Germs are very small. They sneak into our bodies without even 
noticing. There are four main types of germs, namely bacteria, viruses, fungi, 
and protozoa. To explain this concept better, we visited Physics Lab and 
showed them Germs on screen using a digital microscope. We also made 
them understand the importance of proper personal hygiene. 



Food Pyramid Activity 

Dazzling Sr. KG 

As per the theme, our little ones learned  about the Human body and how it 

works. At the end of this theme, they learned how we can keep our body fit 

and  healthy. They also learned about healthy eating habits and how much 

the right amount of food is important for our body. To make this concept 

easy, the teacher planned a Food Pyramid Activity. All the children actively 

participated in this activity. 



Dazzling Sr. KG 
Glimpses of the Week 



Dazzling Sr. KG 
Glimpses of the Week 



Dazzling Sr. KG 
ihndI 

vaNa-maalaa paunaravata-na (‘kx’  sao ‘Sa’) 

ivaVaiqa-yaaoM kxao iSaiXakxa Wara kxXaa maoM vaNa-maalaa kxa paunaravata-na kxrvaayaa gayaa, ijasako  Antaga-ta ‘k ’ sao ‘Sa’ 

tak saBaI vaNaaMo- kxa maaOiKak  va ilaiKata AByaasa slaoT ko maaQyama sao kxrvaayaa gayaa | ivaVaiqa-yaaoM nao baDo 

{tsaahpaUva-k  samaUh mao imalakxr [sa kxaya-kxlaapa kxao paUra ikxyaa | 



Parents are most cordially invited to share their talents 

among students. Kindly contact the Coordinator for the 

same. 

 

Coordinator:  Hiral Shah  (99789 02808) 

Thank you 


